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F14 - F18 Half year – 27 weeks 

F14 - F18 Brief description: 

These templates allow you to look at what is happening in your life over several months.  
You may need to assess the different stages of a project; to meet one or more deadlines; to 
plan a holiday; etc. 
 
The first 2 pdfs, F14 and F15, have 2 portrait, A4 pages with the dates for 2021 and 2022.  

The dates in brackets at the beginning and end of each half year belong to the 
months before and after that half year. 

The blank pdf, F16, allows you to put your own dates on.  
 
The spreadsheets, F17 and F18, allow you to select the best range of weeks to suit your 
present purpose.  There are suggestions as to how the dates can be edited for a different 
year. 
 

F14 - F18 Instructions:  

For 2021 and 2022, print the part of the year that covers the time you need to look at. 
 
If you are using the blank sheet, print it and add the dates as necessary. 
 
Using either of the spreadsheets allows you to select the number of weeks that you need.  
Use print preview to adjust the row height so that you have spread the weeks evenly over 
the page. Choose whether landscape or portrait orientation will be best.  Then print the 
page. 
 
If you are managing a deadline, put in everything that will occupy time.  Be very realistic.  
For example, if you are putting in the time of a journey, allow for delays; don’t rely on being 
able to read or work on the journey.  It is usually to better to be pessimistic and have time 
left over than to be too optimistic and run out of time. 
 
It might help to separate the months visually. I do this by drawing a line with a highlighter 
between the months. 


